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Abstract—A discrete phase locked loop with dead zone avoidance based on FPGA is implemented and validated for better results. The null dead zone is actually achieved by using less complex design of discrete PLL with full phase lock-in-range which is efficient in terms of area followed by a reference signal and NCO at the output. The major contribution of this paper is full phase tracking-range which is achieved by using novel simple equation instead of a loop filter. The overall system is simulated for validation using Xilinx ISE and its functionality is verified in DPLL for analysis. Also the parameters such as phase tracking time and phase tracking-range performance are measured.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A wide range of applications has evolved from 1930’s pertaining to the concepts of phase locked loop (PLL) in communication systems. The various applications include synchronizing the digital clock and demodulation as being in digital domain. The digital phase locked loop such as Discrete PLL and their derivatives can be easily implemented using simple algorithms [1]. Thus the proposed structure for no dead zone is limited to digital signals with FPGA implementation. In general, three important blocks of PLL are phase detector, loop filter and Voltage Controlled Oscillator (VCO). The blocks such as Phase detector formed by Hilbert transform and CORDIC (in vector mode) are utilized as phase detector for the generation of reference signal as well as NCO output signal.

The phase lock-in-range is a very important parameter of DPLL and it should be large for better performance. But when the input to DPLL is out of that range, the total system will meet dead lock situation. Hence it is much important to make a DPLL with full phase tracking range. All existing DPLL structure requires a loop filter but loop filter usage makes the limitation for phase lock-in-range. Hence loop filter should be replaced by another suitable block to achieve full phase lock-in-range.

II. PROPOSED DPLL

Two major yet common algorithms used for the generation of analytical signal and instantaneous phase detection are Hilbert transform and vector mode of CORDIC algorithm respectively. The PI controller to behave as a loop filter with characteristics of a low pass filter in existing structure of discrete phase locked loop [2-3] is replaced with a simple equation to have full phase lock-in-range. Since the controller is comparatively complex for implementation and consumes more area on FPGA, the later proposed overcomes the issue. The phase offset difference between discrete sinusoidal values and reference sinusoidal signal across the NCO output can be computed using simple equation.

Fig. 1 Flowchart depicting Discrete PLL with no dead zone

To obtain the phase the analytic signal [4], where \( H[x(n)] \) represents the Hilbert transform of an input \( x(n) \). The corresponding equation can be written as,

\[
A(n) = x(n) + jH[x(n)]
\]

By setting the initial values, the required mathematical function can be performed using the CORDIC iterative equations [5] in rotation mode. The sine wave generated using CORDIC in NCO, with initial values \( X_0=1, Y_0=0, \) and \( Z_0=0 \) at the end of iterations is as follows:

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
X_i \\
Y_i \\
Z_i
\end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix}
\cos \theta \\
\sin \theta \\
0
\end{bmatrix}
\]

As discussed earlier regarding the generation of phase detection instantaneously using analytic signal of CORDIC in vector mode, initial values of Hilbert transform with \( X_0 = \text{Re}\{A(n)\}, Y_0 = \text{Im}\{Y(n)\} \) and \( Z_0=0 \) at the end of every iteration is as follows:
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The NCO in rotation mode can be constructed by using either LUT method or CORDIC algorithm. The step size for the generated sine wave is inversely related to accuracy. Since the realization of intermediate fractional values in FPFA gets tough, the values of sine wave varying from -1 to 1 are multiplied by hence the discrete values now ranges between -100 to 100. Hence to complete a one full cycle, a step size of 15° for both LUT and CORDIC methods with 24 discrete values are needed. i.e., sin0°, sin15°, sin30°,……sin345° giving rise to 0,25,50,…,100 on multiplying by 100. The value stacked in “LUT Address” varies between 0 and 23. On gradually increasing the address by one at every step, discrete sine values from array in LUT method are used.

A. System implementation: As the calibration values starts ranging from -100 to 100, word sizes are predefined to be eight bits. Approximation based Hilbert transform method is used for ease of implementation as it constitutes a FIR filter for its simplicity. Filter design toolbox of MATLAB is used for easy optimization of desired frequency through computation of the coefficients with least square method. The decrease in the order of Hilbert filter retains phase information whereas the magnitude of filter output gets affected. Thus the minimum order of filter is selected to be 10 and implemented for word size of 8 bits for better results.

In all the aforementioned computations, the discrete values at the output of the sine signal are multiplied with a constant K of value 0.611 from previous six iteration stages. In order to circumvent the percentage error, X0=61(0.611x100=61), Y0=0 and Z0= θ are assigned respectively. Here θ is varied as 0,15,30,45,…,345,0,15…75,90,75,…75(step size=15) for θ varying from 0,15,30,45,…,345.

In order to compute the coefficient, the output of N iteration stages appearing after (N+1)th clock pulses is one of the setbacks of CORDIC algorithm. Apart from that constraint, there is no backlog in accurate output that is produced at every rising edge of clock cycle.

For LUT based sine wave generator:

Equation 1  
\[ \text{LUT address} = \frac{y_2-y_1}{\text{step size}} + \frac{y_1+90}{\text{step size}} \]

Equation 2  
\[ \text{LUT address} = \frac{y_2-y_1}{\text{step size}} + \frac{y_1+90}{\text{step size}} + \frac{180}{\text{step size}} \]

For CORDIC based sine wave generator:

Equation 1  
\[ Z_0 = (y_2 - y_1) + (90+y_1) \]

Equation 2  
\[ Z_0 = (y_2 - y_1) + (90+y_1) + 180 \]

The equations 1 and 2 are predominant in computing the address of phase offset in NCO with only y2 but without y1. But y1 is very crucial for achieving the feedback in PLL structure. Both y1 and y2 varies gradually with multiples of step size as -90,-75,…,15,0,15,…75,90,75…75(step size=15) for θ varying from 0,15,30,45,…,345.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The proposed discrete PLL implementation is simulated on the target device of xc3s500e-4fg320 using Xilinx Spartan 3E board. In table 2, the already available CORDIC based system [1,3] operated along vector mode is validated over DPLL with overall LUT and CORDIC. The results reveal that the area occupied or the device utilization is very less in both the methods.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Logic Utilization</th>
<th>LUT based DPLL</th>
<th>CORDIC based DPLL</th>
<th>Existing CORDIC block</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No. of Slices</td>
<td>276</td>
<td>421</td>
<td>595</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. of Slice Flip-Flops</td>
<td>313</td>
<td>423</td>
<td>1027</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. of 4-input LUTs</td>
<td>463</td>
<td>759</td>
<td>1160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. of bonded IOBs</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. of GCLKs</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. of Multipliers</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The output of N iteration stages appearing after (N+1)th clock pulses is one of the setbacks of CORDIC algorithm. Apart from that constraint, there is no backlog in accurate output that is produced at every rising edge of clock cycle.
From Fig.3, the observed inference is that as the frequency increases appropriately the phase lock time reduces. The validation of DPLL pertaining for the performance parameters such as lock-in-range and phase offset difference is verified and without dead zone over any number of frequencies with similar efficiency as before approaches.

Fig. 3 Analysis of Discrete PLL with respect to time for phase tracking

IV. CONCLUSION

An accurate and impressive analysis of discrete PLL of all phase tracking-range is simulated under every possible constraint. From the summary on device utilization, it is observed that the proposed technique occupies very less area when compared against the previous approaches of PLL. All the existing DPLL structure requires the loop filter but simple equation for DPLL has removed dead zone without any compromise in the accuracy of DPLL and also phase lock time is very less especially when the range of step size drops below 15°. Owing to the following parameters, CORDIC based system is preferred for sine wave generation in terms of area required for memory allocation. The percentage of error is 2.42% for CORDIC based DPLL.
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